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ABSTRACT. Illegal game meat hunting in the Serengeti
National Park, Tanzania, and adjacent game reserves provides
an important source of protein and cash income to local com-
munities. We construct a profitability model that describes
the spatial distribution of the economic costs and benefits of
illegal hunting in the Serengeti during the late 1980s and early
1990s. Costs included capital investment in hunting weapons,
WR, and the opportunity cost of hunting, Wo, both held to be
constants; and two spatially variable components, the logistic
effort of traveling to hunting areas, WL, and the penalties in-
curred if arrested, Wp. Benefit was the expected income from
the sale of meat from resident wildlife species. The model
suggests: (1) WR is the most important cost. (2) WL is the
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second most important cost and likely to determine the spa-
tial distribution of hunting activity if hunters seek to minimize
costs. (3) Wo and Wp are of minor importance, the former
because alternative sources of income provide low pay, the lat-
ter because the overall chance of being arrested is low. (4) W p
exceeds W L only in areas close to the boundary of protected
areas. (5) Although resident wildlife contributes only a minor
share of illegal offtake compared to the migratory herds, hunt-
ing resident wildlife is profitable in 68% of the area. This sug-
gests that hunting of resident and migratory wildlife is highly
profitable and may explain why the utilization of the target
populations has become increasingly unsustainable.

KEY WORDS: Hunting, economics of hunting, optimality
model, Serengeti, spatial heterogeneity.

Introduction. Prior to the establishment of the Serengeti National
Park (SNP) and associated protected areas in northwest Tanzania,
game-meat hunting within the Serengeti ecosystem was a component of
the lives of many local communities (Turner [1987]). The establishment
of the SNP effectively outlawed all hunting activity within the Park,
whilst hunting in the protected areas adjacent to the Park was only legal
if conducted under license (Campbell and Hofer [1995]). The level of
illegal offtake by game-meat hunters has caused a dramatic decline in
herbivore populations in certain areas within the SNP and associated
protected areas (Campbell and Hofer [1995], Dublin et al. [1990])
and game-meat hunters can be considered to have a major predatory
impact on both resident and migratory herbivores (Campbell and Hofer
[1995], Hofer et al. [1996]). As a majority of game-meat hunters
use the unselective hunting method of wire snares tethered to woody
vegetation, populations of non-target species are also affected (Hofer et
al. [1993]). Game-meat hunting provides both protein and cash income
from the sale of dried meat for inhabitants in local communities. These
and related benefits may have contributed to a significant increase in
the density of the human population close to the boundary of the SNP
between 1978 and 1988 (Campbell and Hofer [1995], Hofer et al. [1996]).
This increase in human population is in part due to immigration into
villages within 10 km of the protected area boundary from communities
between 10-25 km from the boundary (Campbell and Hofer [1995],
Hofer et al. [1996]).

Previous studies attempted to assess the magnitude of the problem
of illegal hunting in the protected areas of the Serengeti ecosystem:
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